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Quality, Reliability, Security and Robustness in Heterogeneous Networks Karan Singh 2013-07-04 This book constitutes the
thoroughly refereed post-conference proceedings of the 9th International Conference on Heterogeneous Networking for Quality,
Reliability, Security and Robustness, QShine 2013, which was held in National Capital Region (NCR) of India during January
2013. The 87 revised full papers were carefully selected from 169 submissions and present the recent technological developments in
broadband high-speed networks, peer-to-peer networks, and wireless and mobile networks.
Architecture of Computing Systems - ARCS 2007 Paul Lukowicz 2007-03-05 This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the
20th International Conference on Architecture of Computing Systems, ARCS 2007, held in Zurich, Switzerland in March 2007.
Coverage details a broad range of research topics related to basic technology, architecture, and application of computing systems
with a strong focus on system aspects of pervasive computing and self organization techniques in both organic and autonomic
computing.
Virtual Components Design and Reuse Ralf Seepold 2013-06-29 Design reuse is not just a topic of research but a real industrial
necessity in the microelectronic domain and thus driving the competitiveness of relevant areas like for example telecommunication
or automotive. Most companies have already dedicated a department or a central unit that transfer design reuse into reality. All
main EDA conferences include a track to the topic, and even specific conferences have been established in this area, both in the
USA and in Europe. Virtual Components Design and Reuse presents a selection of articles giving a mature and consolidated
perspective to design reuse from different points of view. The authors stem from all relevant areas: research and academia, IP
providers, EDA vendors and industry. Some classical topics in design reuse, like specification and generation of components, IP
retrieval and cataloguing or interface customisation, are revisited and discussed in depth. Moreover, new hot topics are presented,
among them IP quality, platform-based reuse, software IP, IP security, business models for design reuse, and major initiatives like
the MEDEA EDA Roadmap.
Fieldbus Systems and Their Applications 2003 D Dietrich 2003 A proceedings volume from the 6th IFAC International
Conference, Puebla, Mexico, 14-25 November 2005
Water Management Models Ralph Allen Wurbs 1995 Water Management Models: A Guide to Software is designed to make the
inventory of modeling tools more accessible to water management professionals. The purpose of the book is to assist water
managers, planners, engineers, and scientists in sorting through the maze of models to understand which ones might be most useful
for their particular modeling needs. Information is provided to facilitate identification, selection, and acquisition of software
packages for a broad spectrum of water resources planning and management applications.
Learning from VLSI Design Experience Weng Fook Lee 2018-12-14 This book shares with readers practical design knowledge
gained from the author’s 24 years of IC design experience. The author addresses issues and challenges faced commonly by IC
designers, along with solutions and workarounds. Guidelines are described for tackling issues such as clock domain crossing, using
lockup latch to cross clock domains during scan shift, implementation of scan chains across power domain, optimization methods to
improve timing, how standard cell libraries can aid in synthesis optimization, BKM (best known method) for RTL coding, test
compression, memory BIST, usage of signed Verilog for design requiring +ve and -ve calculations, state machine, code coverage
and much more. Numerous figures and examples are provided to aid the reader in understanding the issues and their
workarounds.
Embedded SoPC Design with Nios II Processor and Verilog Examples Pong P. Chu 2012-05-14 Explores the unique hardware
programmability of FPGA-based embedded systems, using a learn-by-doing approach to introduce the concepts and techniques for
embedded SoPC design with Verilog An SoPC (system on a programmable chip) integrates a processor, memory modules, I/O
peripherals, and custom hardware accelerators into a single FPGA (field-programmable gate array) device. In addition to the
customized software, customized hardware can be developed and incorporated into the embedded system as well—allowing us to
configure the soft-core processor, create tailored I/O interfaces, and develop specialized hardware accelerators for computationintensive tasks. Utilizing an Altera FPGA prototyping board and its Nios II soft-core processor, Embedded SoPC Design with Nios
II Processor and Verilog Examples takes a "learn by doing" approach to illustrate the hardware and software design and
development process by including realistic projects that can be implemented and tested on the board. Emphasizing hardware
design and integration throughout, the book is divided into four major parts: Part I covers HDL and synthesis of custom hardware
Part II introduces the Nios II processor and provides an overview of embedded software development Part III demonstrates the

design and development of hardware and software of several complex I/O peripherals, including a PS2 keyboard and mouse, a
graphic video controller, an audio codec, and an SD (secure digital) card Part IV provides several case studies of the integration of
hardware accelerators, including a custom GCD (greatest common divisor) circuit, a Mandelbrot set fractal circuit, and an audio
synthesizer based on DDFS (direct digital frequency synthesis) methodology While designing and developing an embedded SoPC
can be rewarding, the learning can be a long and winding journey. This book shows the trail ahead and guides readers through the
initial steps to exploit the full potential of this emerging methodology.
Effective Coding with VHDL Ricardo Jasinski 2016-05-27 A guide to applying software design principles and coding practices to
VHDL to improve the readability, maintainability, and quality of VHDL code. This book addresses an often-neglected aspect of the
creation of VHDL designs. A VHDL description is also source code, and VHDL designers can use the best practices of software
development to write high-quality code and to organize it in a design. This book presents this unique set of skills, teaching VHDL
designers of all experience levels how to apply the best design principles and coding practices from the software world to the world
of hardware. The concepts introduced here will help readers write code that is easier to understand and more likely to be correct,
with improved readability, maintainability, and overall quality. After a brief review of VHDL, the book presents fundamental
design principles for writing code, discussing such topics as design, quality, architecture, modularity, abstraction, and hierarchy.
Building on these concepts, the book then introduces and provides recommendations for each basic element of VHDL code,
including statements, design units, types, data objects, and subprograms. The book covers naming data objects and functions,
commenting the source code, and visually presenting the code on the screen. All recommendations are supported by detailed
rationales. Finally, the book explores two uses of VHDL: synthesis and testbenches. It examines the key characteristics of code
intended for synthesis (distinguishing it from code meant for simulation) and then demonstrates the design and implementation of
testbenches with a series of examples that verify different kinds of models, including combinational, sequential, and FSM code.
Examples from the book are also available on a companion website, enabling the reader to experiment with the complete source
code.
Dependable Computing - EDCC 2005 Mario Dal Cin 2005-03-31 It is always a special honor to chair the European Dependable
Computing C- ference (EDCC). EDCC has become one of the well-established conferences in the ?eld of dependability in the
European research area. Budapest was selected as the host of this conference due to its traditions in organizing international
scienti?c events and its traditional role of serving as a meeting point between East and West. EDCC-5 was the ?fth in the series of
these high-quality scienti?c conf- ences. In addition to the overall signi?cance of such a pan-European event, this year’s conference
was a special one due to historic reasons. The roots of EDCC date back to the moment when the Iron Curtain fell. Originally, two
groups of scientists from di?erent European countries in Western and Eastern Europe – who were active in research and education
related to dependability created a – joint forum in order to merge their communities as early as in 1989. This trend has continued
up to today. This year’s conference was the ?rst one where the overwhelming majority of the research groups belong to the family
of European nations united in the European Union. During the past 16 years we observed that the same roots in all the
professional, cultural and scienti?c senses led to a seamless integration of these research communities previously separated ar?cially for a long time. EDCC has become one of the main European platforms to exchange new searchideasinthe?eldofdependability.
Information Security and Cryptology - ICISC 2009 Donghoon Lee 2010-07-12 This book constitutes the proceedings of the 12th
International Conference on Information Security and Cryptology, held in Seoul, Korea, in December 2009.
FPGAs 101 Gina Smith 2010-01-16 FPGAs (Field-Programmable Gate Arrays) can be found in applications such as smart phones,
mp3 players, medical imaging devices, and for aerospace and defense technology. FPGAs consist of logic blocks and programmable
interconnects. This allows an engineer to start with a blank slate and program the FPGA for a specific task, for instance, digital
signal processing, or a specific device, for example, a software-defined radio. Due to the short time to market and ability to
reprogram to fix bugs without having to respin FPGAs are in increasingly high demand. This book is for the engineer that has not
yet had any experience with this electrifying and growing field. The complex issue of FPGA design is broken down into four distinct
phases - Design / Synthesis / Simulation / Place & Route. Numerous step-by-step examples along with source code accompany the
discussion. A brief primer of one of the popular FPGA and hardware languages, VHDL, is incorporated for a simple yet
comprehensive learning tool. While a general technology background is assumed, no direct hardware development understanding
is needed. Also, included are details on tool-set up, verifaction techniques, and test benches. Reference material consists of a quick
reference guide, reserved words, and common VHDL/FPGA terms. Learn how to design and develop FPGAs -- no prior experience
necessary! Breaks down the complex design and development of FPGAs into easy-to-learn building blocks Contains examples,
helpful tips, and step-by-step tutorials for synthesis, implementation, simulation, and programming phases
Proceedings of the ... ACM Great Lakes Symposium on VLSI. 2004
Software Defined Radio Walter H.W. Tuttlebee 2006-02-24 The impending advent of GSM in the early 1990s triggered massive
investment that revolutionised the capability of DSP technology. A decade later, the vastly increased processing requirements and
potential market of 3G has triggered a similar revolution, with a host of start-up companies claiming revolutionary technologies
hoping to challenge and displace incumbent suppliers. This book, with contributions from today's major players and leading startups, comprehensively describes both the new approaches and the responses of the incumbents, with detailed descriptions of the
design philosophy, architecture, technology maturity and software support. Analysis of SDR baseband processing requirements of
cellular handsets and basestations 3G handset baseband - ASIC, DSP, parallel processing, ACM and customised programmable
architectures 3G basestation baseband - DSP (including co-processors), FPGA-based approaches, reconfigurable and parallel
architectures Architecture optimisation to match 3G air interface and application algorithms Evolution of existing DSP, ASIC &
FPGA solutions Assessment of the architectural approaches and the implications of the trends. An essential resource for the 3G

product designer, who needs to understand immediate design options within a wider context of future product roadmaps, the book
will also benefit researchers and commercial managers who need to understand this rapid evolution of baseband signal processing
and its industry impact.
Resources in Education 1995-06
VoIP Technologies Shigeru Kashihara 2011-02-14 This book provides a collection of 15 excellent studies of Voice over IP (VoIP)
technologies. While VoIP is undoubtedly a powerful and innovative communication tool for everyone, voice communication over
the Internet is inherently less reliable than the public switched telephone network, because the Internet functions as a best-effort
network without Quality of Service guarantee and voice data cannot be retransmitted. This book introduces research strategies
that address various issues with the aim of enhancing VoIP quality. We hope that you will enjoy reading these diverse studies, and
that the book will provide you with a lot of useful information about current VoIP technology research.
Digital Design and Computer Architecture David Harris 2010-07-26 Digital Design and Computer Architecture is designed for
courses that combine digital logic design with computer organization/architecture or that teach these subjects as a two-course
sequence. Digital Design and Computer Architecture begins with a modern approach by rigorously covering the fundamentals of
digital logic design and then introducing Hardware Description Languages (HDLs). Featuring examples of the two most widelyused HDLs, VHDL and Verilog, the first half of the text prepares the reader for what follows in the second: the design of a MIPS
Processor. By the end of Digital Design and Computer Architecture, readers will be able to build their own microprocessor and will
have a top-to-bottom understanding of how it works--even if they have no formal background in design or architecture beyond an
introductory class. David Harris and Sarah Harris combine an engaging and humorous writing style with an updated and handson approach to digital design. Unique presentation of digital logic design from the perspective of computer architecture using a real
instruction set, MIPS. Side-by-side examples of the two most prominent Hardware Design Languages--VHDL and
Verilog--illustrate and compare the ways the each can be used in the design of digital systems. Worked examples conclude each
section to enhance the reader's understanding and retention of the material.
Transaction-Level Power Modeling Amr Baher Darwish 2019-08-01 This book describes for readers a methodology for dynamic
power estimation, using Transaction Level Modeling (TLM). The methodology exploits the existing tools for RTL simulation,
design synthesis and SystemC prototyping to provide fast and accurate power estimation using Transaction Level Power Modeling
(TLPM). Readers will benefit from this innovative way of evaluating power on a high level of abstraction, at an early stage of the
product life cycle, decreasing the number of the expensive design iterations.
Optimization of Multiple-purpose Reservoir System Operations Ralph Allen Wurbs 1991
Lehrbuch Digitaltechnik Jürgen Reichardt 2011-11-14 Die Entwurfsmethoden zur Digitaltechnik erleben seit einigen Jahren einen
wesentlichen Paradigmenwechsel. Bisherige Methoden und Kenntnisse zum Digitaltechnikentwurf sind nicht mehr ausreichend.
Industrie und Wissenschaft verlangen darüber hinaus die Fähigkeit zur Modellierung mit der Hardwarebeschreibungssprache
VHDL. Das Konzept dieses Lehrbuchs erfüllt diese Anforderungen, indem die wesentlichen Sprachelemente von VHDL Schritt für
Schritt parallel zu den Grundkenntnissen zum digitalen Schaltungsentwurf eingeführt werden. Der Leser ist nach dem Studium
dieses Lehrbuchs in der Lage, einfache digitale Systeme zu verstehen und zu entwerfen, weil er zu allen Komponenten Funktion,
Zeitverhalten sowie ein geeignetes VHDL-Entwurfsmuster zuordnen kann. Der ausgezeichnete didaktische Aufbau unterstützt
dabei: Jedem Kapitel sind Lernziele vorangestellt; immer wieder werden grafische und tabellarische Übersichten sowie vertiefende
Beispiele verwendet; eine Vielzahl von Übungsaufgaben mit Musterlösungen dient zur Lernkontrolle.
Multireservoir Simulation and Optimization Model Quentin W. Martin 1982
Digital Circuit Design Laboratory Manual, 4th edition (Global) Akhan Almagambetov
DCIS2002 Salvador Bracho del Pino 2002 Este libro contiene las presentaciones de la XVII Conferencia de Diseño de Circuitos y
Sistemas Integrados celebrado en el Palacio de la Magdalena, Santander, en noviembre de 2002. Esta Conferencia ha alcanzado un
alto nivel de calidad, como consecuencia de su tradición y madurez, que lo convierte en uno de los acontecimientos más importantes
para los circuitos de microelectrónica y la comunidad de diseño de sistemas en el sur de Europa. Desde su origen tiene una gran
contribución de Universidades españolas, aunque hoy los autores participan desde catorce países
Advances in Internet, Data and Web Technologies Leonard Barolli 2020-01-30 This book presents original contributions on the
theories and practices of emerging Internet, data and web technologies and their applicability in businesses, engineering and
academia. The Internet has become the most proliferative platform for emerging large-scale computing paradigms. Among them,
data and web technologies are two most prominent paradigms, and manifest in a variety of forms such as data centers, cloud
computing, mobile cloud, mobile web services and so on. Together, these technologies form a digital ecosystem based on the data
cycle, from capturing to processing, analysis and visualization. The investigation of various research and development issues in this
digital ecosystem is made all the more important by the ever-increasing needs of real-life applications, which involve storing and
processing large amounts of data. As a key feature, the book addresses advances in the life-cycle exploitation of data generated
from the digital ecosystem, and data technologies that create value for businesses, moving toward a collective intelligence approach.
Given its scope, the book offers a valuable reference guide for researchers, software developers, practitioners and students
interested in the field of data and web technologies.
Decision Support Systems Daniel P. Loucks 2013-06-29 Proceedings of the NATO Advanced Research Workshop on ComputerAided Support Systems for Water Resources, Research and Management held at Ericeira (Portugal), 24-28 September, 1990.
Nanoscale VLSI Rohit Dhiman 2020-10-03 This book describes methodologies in the design of VLSI devices, circuits and their
applications at nanoscale levels. The book begins with the discussion on the dominant role of power dissipation in highly scaled
devices.The 15 Chapters of the book are classified under four sections that cover design, modeling, and simulation of electronic,
magnetic and compound semiconductors for their applications in VLSI devices, circuits, and systems. This comprehensive volume

eloquently presents the design methodologies for ultra–low power VLSI design, potential post–CMOS devices, and their
applications from the architectural and system perspectives. The book shall serve as an invaluable reference book for the graduate
students, Ph.D./ M.S./ M.Tech. Scholars, researchers, and practicing engineers working in the frontier areas of nanoscale VLSI
design.
Reuse Methodology Manual Pierre Bricaud 2012-12-06 Silicon technology now allows us to build chips consisting of tens of millions
of transistors. This technology not only promises new levels of system integration onto a single chip, but also presents significant
challenges to the chip designer. As a result, many ASIC developers and silicon vendors are re-examining their design
methodologies, searching for ways to make effective use of the huge numbers of gates now available. These designers see current
design tools and methodologies as inadequate for developing million-gate ASICs from scratch. There is considerable pressure to
keep design team size and design schedules constant even as design complexities grow. Tools are not providing the productivity
gains required to keep pace with the increasing gate counts available from deep submicron technology. Design reuse - the use of predesigned and pre-verified cores - is the most promising opportunity to bridge the gap between available gate-count and designer
productivity. Reuse Methodology Manual for System-On-A-Chip Designs, Second Edition outlines an effective methodology for
creating reusable designs for use in a System-on-a-Chip (SoC) design methodology. Silicon and tool technologies move so quickly
that no single methodology can provide a permanent solution to this highly dynamic problem. Instead, this manual is an attempt to
capture and incrementally improve on current best practices in the industry, and to give a coherent, integrated view of the design
process. Reuse Methodology Manual for System-On-A-Chip Designs, Second Edition will be updated on a regular basis as a result
of changing technology and improved insight into the problems of design reuse and its role in producing high-quality SoC designs.
A Route to Chaos Using FPGAs Bharathwaj Muthuswamy 2015-06-18 The purpose of this introductory book is to couple the
teaching of chaotic circuit and systems theory with the use of field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs). As such, it differs from
other texts on chaos: first, it puts emphasis on combining theoretical methods, simulation tools and physical realization to help the
reader gain an intuitive understanding of the properties of chaotic systems. Second, the "medium" used for physical realization is
the FPGA. These devices are massively parallel architectures that can be configured to realize a variety of logic functions. Hence,
FPGAs can be configured to emulate systems of differential equations. Nevertheless maximizing the capabilities of an FPGA
requires the user to understand the underlying hardware and also FPGA design software. This is achieved by the third distinctive
feature of this book: a lab component in each chapter. Here, readers are asked to experiment with computer simulations and FPGA
designs, to further their understanding of concepts covered in the book. This text is intended for graduate students in science and
engineering interested in exploring implementation of nonlinear dynamical (chaotic) systems on FPGAs.
Verilog Computer-Based Training Course Zainalabedin Navabi 2002-04 McGraw-Hill Publishing with the cooperation of major
EDA vendors has developed the first computer-based training course for the popular Verilog Hardware Description Language.
This is a complete training and software package that includes everything that is needed for design with Verilog, from trainings to
software and from simulation programs to synthesis tools. The core of this package is the Verilog Computer-Based Training
program that is authored and compiled by Dr. Zainalabedin Navabi, an authority in HDLs and EDA tools and environments. In
addition to this training program, the course package contains hundred’s of worked examples and templates, language and
software tutorials, and simulation and synthesis tools. The Verilog CBT is an interactive training program designed for all skill
levels. The material is geared to students in computer and electrical engineering programs or to professional engineers.Never
before, so much tools and training programs have been offered for a fraction of what is usually paid for a 1-day course.Verilog
Computer-Based Training Course:With the Verilog CBT you can learn Verilog at your own pace with this comprehensive, up-todate, and powerful CD-ROM training course and save over 90% of the cost of online courses or single-day seminars. Start at the
beginning with the development of Verilog code and the application of HDL-based tools in simulation, synthesis, and testing of
digital systems--or jump in anywhere if you already know some of the material. This resource-loaded CD will be an indispensable
reference for as long as you use Verilog--and for anyone currently working in this rapidly growing HDL. The CD includes
synthesizable templates for common RT-level components and has complete Verilog code for interface devices and arithmetic units
such as array multipliers, pipeline dividers and polynomials. The topic of test benches and test bench generation is completely
covered in this CD.Verilog Computer-Based Training Course CD-ROM features:•Everything you need to learn Verilog, in an
interactive environment•Hundreds of worked examples and self-test problems from easy to complex•Test bench for every example,
test bench templates for complex circuits•License for Mentor’s industry leading Verilog simulation and synthesis tools•Altera’s
complete PLD design tool including simulation and synthesis•Mentor Graphic’s ModelSim Verilog simulators that run all
examples•Mentor Graphic’s LeonardoSpectrum synthesis tool•Software tutorials, as well as tutorials for simulation and
synthesis•Quick access to the exact model, template, data, syntax, or grammar you need•Hard-copy user's manual with detailed
study guide•Supporting web site with answers to all problems and simulations•Projects at the end of each subject and quizzes at
the end of topicsWith your purchase you will get tools and programs:This is more than just a training program. It contains all that
a design engineer or a college student needs for learning Verilog and designing with this fastest growing HDLHere is what is on the
training CD:•Verilog Computer-Based Training software•Synthesis manuals and guidelines•Tutorials for use of simulation and
synthesis tools that are included on the CD•Verilog programs and code templates for common designs and testbenches•Extendable
one-year license for Mentor’s ModelSim simulator•Extendable one-year license for Mentor’s LeonardoSpectrum synthesis
tool•License for Altera’s Quartus II design and PLD programming environment•Student version of Aldec’s Active HDL design
and simulation environment•Schematic capture and block diagram editors and simulatorsUsers of Verilog Computer-Based
Training Course:The course is designed for students and professional engineers at all levels. It is designed for each user's pace and
skill level, from novice to advanced. The hard-copy user’s manual shows how users with different skill levels can benefit from this
course.Who can use this training CD:•Those who are new to large scale design and need HDL and design trainings and

tools•Design engineers requiring advanced synthesis and programming skills and Verilog design tools•Modeling engineers
requiring advanced Verilog programming techniques•Software developers that need all the details of Verilog from timing
specification to high-level modeling•Students in Logic Design who need schematic capture tools and training in Verilog design and
programming environments•Students in Computer Architecture who need training in synthesizable Verilog and use of high-level
simulation and synthesis tools•Students in VLSI and Electronics who require the use of switch level modeling tools and timing
simulation toolsOrganization of Verilog Computer-Based Training:The material is organized into different levels, called streams.
Each stream targets a particular facet of working with the Verilog language, thereby allowing the user to "jump into" what they
are immediately interested in. Streams are divided into flows in which Verilog circuits and coding styles are discussed.Contents of
the Verilog CBT training:•Verilog in a Top-Down Design Environment, covering steps that are taken in a top-down design of a
small processor•Verilog from Switches to Systems: in a simple to complex fashion, it shows Verilog coding of circuits from switches
to systems. It covers complex combinational circuits, sequential blocks, state machines and test benches•Verilog Language
Reference Manual, covers the standard Verilog language and shows point examples•Verilog Synthesizable Circuit Templates:
starts with simple synthesizable codes and describes coding styles for complex combinational and sequential circuit
synthesis•Verilog Formal Syntax Definition: a hyper-linked document shows the formal definition of the IEEE standard Verilog
language•Verilog Based Simulation and Synthesis: step-by-step getting-started tutorials discuss installation and use of all software
programs that are included on the CDVerilog Computer-Based Training Software:The Verilog CBT software takes advantage of
modern multi-media teaching techniques. It uses animations and sound for an effective teaching of a difficult subject. The material
is organized and presented with hyperlinked information selection, animation sequences, and different ways of presenting the same
information.Features of the Verilog CBT software:•Uses animations to illustrate design, simulation and synthesis topics•Easy to
use menus and ample help in each screen•Search tool for examples and language topics•Easy access to circuit diagrams, Verilog
code, testbench and simulation runs•Verilog codes of schematic symbols appear as code-tips when selected•Bookmark tool marks a
page or circuit to go back to•Easy access to the electronic manual•Step-by-step menu-driven directions form use of simulation and
synthesis tools•Hyperlinked language reference manual and Verilog syntax summaryCircuits:Array multiplier; Associative
memory; Asynchronous control; Bus arbiter; Carry look-ahead adders; Combinational UDPs; Controllers and state machines;
Controller testing; Data path testing; Exhaustive testing; External file handling; FIFO queues; Fault tolerant adders; IEEE 1149.1;
Iterative circuits; LFSR; LRU; MISR; Memory parts; Pipeline divider; Polynomial calculation; Registers and register files;
Sequential UDPs; Shifters and counters; Stacks; System architectures; Switch level logic; Test benches; UART; Wired
logicConstructs:Always statement; Assign statements; Assign and deassign; Blocking assignment; Case statement; Delay control;
Display; Event control; Force and release; Fork and join; Function definition; Hierarchical names; If statement;
Proceedings of International Conference on Advances in Computing Aswatha Kumar M. 2012-09-03 This is the first International
Conference on Advances in Computing (ICAdC-2012). The scope of the conference includes all the areas of New Theoretical
Computer Science, Systems and Software, and Intelligent systems. Conference Proceedings is a culmination of research results,
papers and the theory related to all the three major areas of computing mentioned above. Helps budding researchers, graduates in
the areas of Computer Science, Information Science, Electronics, Telecommunication, Instrumentation, Networking to take
forward their research work based on the reviewed results in the paper by mutual interaction through e-mail contacts in the
proceedings.
VHDL-Simulation und -Synthese Jürgen Reichardt 2020-10-26 Die erweiterte 8. Auflage dieses Standardwerks ergänzt die
bisherige Darstellung der VHDL-Simulation des Buches durch konkrete Benutzeranleitungen für den VHDL-Simulator ModelSim.
Auch wird die Verwendung des Simulations- und Synthesewerkzeugs Vivado vorgestellt, erforderlich um VHDL-Code in neueren
FPGAs der Fa. Xilinx zu implementieren. Mit ausgewählten Beispielen werden Implementierungen für Artix-FPGAs vorgestellt
und diskutiert.
Reconfigurable Embedded Control Systems: Applications for Flexibility and Agility Khalgui, Mohamed 2010-11-30 "This book
addresses the development of reconfigurable embedded control systems and describes various problems in this important research
area, which include static and dynamic (manual or automatic) reconfigurations, multi-agent architectures, modeling and
verification, component-based approaches, architecture description languages, distributed reconfigurable architectures, real-time
and low power scheduling, execution models, and the implementation of such systems"-Embedded SoPC Design with Nios II Processor and VHDL Examples Pong P. Chu 2011-09-21 The book is divided into four major
parts. Part I covers HDL constructs and synthesis of basic digital circuits. Part II provides an overview of embedded software
development with the emphasis on low–level I/O access and drivers. Part III demonstrates the design and development of hardware
and software for several complex I/O peripherals, including PS2 keyboard and mouse, a graphic video controller, an audio codec,
and an SD (secure digital) card. Part IV provides three case studies of the integration of hardware accelerators, including a custom
GCD (greatest common divisor) circuit, a Mandelbrot set fractal circuit, and an audio synthesizer based on DDFS (direct digital
frequency synthesis) methodology. The book utilizes FPGA devices, Nios II soft–core processor, and development platform from
Altera Co., which is one of the two main FPGA manufactures. Altera has a generous university program that provides free
software and discounted prototyping boards for educational institutions (details at http://www.altera.com/university ). The two
main educational prototyping boards are known as DE1 ($99) and DE2 ($269). All experiments can be implemented and tested with
these boards. A board combined with this book becomes a “turn–key” solution for the SoPC design experiments and projects. Most
HDL and C codes in the book are device independent and can be adapted by other prototyping boards as long as a board has
similar I/O configuration.
Low-Power Processors and Systems on Chips Christian Piguet 2018-10-03 The power consumption of microprocessors is one of the
most important challenges of high-performance chips and portable devices. In chapters drawn from Piguet's recently published

Low-Power Electronics Design, this volume addresses the design of low-power microprocessors in deep submicron technologies. It
provides a focused reference for specialists involved in systems-on-chips, from low-power microprocessors to DSP cores,
reconfigurable processors, memories, ad-hoc networks, and embedded software. Low-Power Processors and Systems on Chips is
organized into three broad sections for convenient access. The first section examines the design of digital signal processors for
embedded applications and techniques for reducing dynamic and static power at the electrical and system levels. The second part
describes several aspects of low-power systems on chips, including hardware and embedded software aspects, efficient data storage,
networks-on-chips, and applications such as routing strategies in wireless RF sensing and actuating devices. The final section
discusses embedded software issues, including details on compilers, retargetable compilers, and coverification tools. Providing
detailed examinations contributed by leading experts, Low-Power Processors and Systems on Chips supplies authoritative
information on how to maintain high performance while lowering power consumption in modern processors and SoCs. It is a mustread for anyone designing modern computers or embedded systems.
Functional Verification of Dynamically Reconfigurable FPGA-based Systems Lingkan Gong 2014-10-08 This book analyzes the
challenges in verifying Dynamically Reconfigurable Systems (DRS) with respect to the user design and the physical implementation
of such systems. The authors describe the use of a simulation-only layer to emulate the behavior of target FPGAs and accurately
model the characteristic features of reconfiguration. Readers are enabled with this simulation-only layer to maintain verification
productivity by abstracting away the physical details of the FPGA fabric. Two implementations of the simulation-only layer are
included: Extended Re Channel is a System C library that can be used to check DRS designs at a high level; ReSim is a library to
support RTL simulation of a DRS reconfiguring both its logic and state. Through a number of case studies, the authors
demonstrate how their approach integrates seamlessly with existing, mainstream DRS design flows and with well-established
verification methodologies such as top-down modeling and coverage-driven verification.
GLSVLSI '04 2004
Computer Models for Water-Resources Planning and Management Ralph A. Wurbs 1997-04 This report is designed to help water
managers & planners who are not expert in modeling, & modeling experts in one area who are interested in surveying available
models in another area. Covers: model development & distribution org's.; general-purpose software; demand forecasting &
balancing supply with demand; water distribution system models; ground water models; watershed runoff models; stream,
hydraulics models; river & reservoir water quality models; & reservoir/river system operation models. Inventory of selected
models appendix. Tables.
Synthesizable VHDL Design for FPGAs Eduardo Augusto Bezerra 2013-10-21 The methodology described in this book is the result
of many years of research experience in the field of synthesizable VHDL design targeting FPGA based platforms. VHDL was first
conceived as a documentation language for ASIC designs. Afterwards, the language was used for the behavioral simulation of
ASICs, and also as a design input for synthesis tools. VHDL is a rich language, but just a small subset of it can be used to write
synthesizable code, from which a physical circuit can be obtained. Usually VHDL books describe both, synthesis and simulation
aspects of the language, but in this book the reader is conducted just through the features acceptable by synthesis tools. The book
introduces the subjects in a gradual and concise way, providing just enough information for the reader to develop their
synthesizable digital systems in VHDL. The examples in the book were planned targeting an FPGA platform widely used around
the world.
Advanced Research on Engineering Materials, Energy, Management and Control Helen Zhang 2012-01-03 Volume is indexed by
Thomson Reuters CPCI-S (WoS). In these proceedings are to be found original ideas and new angles on aspects of Engineering
Materials, Energy Management and Control. They are the result of a forum where researchers could exchange their innovative
ideas from new viewpoints. These proceedings will provide valuable guidance to scientists, physicists, chemists, teachers and others,
world-wide.
Extreme Environment Electronics John D. Cressler 2017-12-19 Unfriendly to conventional electronic devices, circuits, and
systems, extreme environments represent a serious challenge to designers and mission architects. The first truly comprehensive
guide to this specialized field, Extreme Environment Electronics explains the essential aspects of designing and using devices,
circuits, and electronic systems intended to operate in extreme environments, including across wide temperature ranges and in
radiation-intense scenarios such as space. The Definitive Guide to Extreme Environment Electronics Featuring contributions by
some of the world’s foremost experts in extreme environment electronics, the book provides in-depth information on a wide array
of topics. It begins by describing the extreme conditions and then delves into a description of suitable semiconductor technologies
and the modeling of devices within those technologies. It also discusses reliability issues and failure mechanisms that readers need
to be aware of, as well as best practices for the design of these electronics. Continuing beyond just the "paper design" of building
blocks, the book rounds out coverage of the design realization process with verification techniques and chapters on electronic
packaging for extreme environments. The final set of chapters describes actual chip-level designs for applications in energy and
space exploration. Requiring only a basic background in electronics, the book combines theoretical and practical aspects in each
self-contained chapter. Appendices supply additional background material. With its broad coverage and depth, and the expertise of
the contributing authors, this is an invaluable reference for engineers, scientists, and technical managers, as well as researchers and
graduate students. A hands-on resource, it explores what is required to successfully operate electronics in the most demanding
conditions.
EDN 2009
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